FRESNO CHAFFEE ZOO EXTENDS SPECIAL ZOORASSIC PARK EXHIBIT

Fresno Chaffee Zoo is excited to announce that the special Zoorassic Park exhibit is extended and will remain open to guests through November 11, 2021. Zoorassic Park is open to guests for additional admission charges during normal operating hours of 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. daily.

This exhibit features lifelike and life-size dinosaurs that move and make sounds to teach guests about paleontology, ancient California and other exciting prehistoric topics. The exhibit features guest favorites such as T. rex, stegosaurus, megalosaurus and more.

Fresno Chaffee Zoo members with a Zoorassic Park Season will receive an automatic extension through the end of the 2021 exhibit. The pass provides all individuals covered on the membership unlimited entry to Zoorassic Park through the end of the exhibit. Exhibit admission rates are

- Adults (12 and up): $6
- Children (2-11): $5
- Babies 1 and under: Free
- Fresno Chaffee Zoo Membership Season Pass: $36

Total Zoo Experience tickets are also available and include Zoo entry as well as Stingray Bay entry, giraffe feeding, and Zoorassic Park entry. This ticket offers the best value for a full day of fun at the Zoo. Guests are encouraged to pre-purchase tickets at www.fresnochaffeezoo.org for priority entrance to the Zoo. Zoorassic Park is proudly sponsored by Fresno Pet ER and Cal Viva Health.

"Fresno Chaffee Zoo inspires wonder of our natural world, provides an engaging learning environment, and creates a passion for conservation."
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